A set of experiments was carried out in JET ILW (Joint European Torus with ITER-Like Wall) L-mode plasmas in order to study the effects of light impurities on core ion thermal transport. N was puffed into some discharges and its profile was measured by active Charge Exchange diagnostics, while ICRH power was deposited on-and off-axis in ( 3 He) − D minority scheme in order to have a scan of local heat flux at constant total power with and without N injection. Experimentally, the ion temperature profiles are more peaked for similar heat fluxes when N is injected in the plasma. Gyro-kinetic simulations using the GENE code indicate that a stabilization of Ion Temperature Gradient driven turbulent transport due to main ion dilution and to changes in Te/Ti and s/q is responsible of the enhanced peaking. The quasi-linear models TGLF and QuaLiKiz are tested against the experimental and the gyro-kinetic results.
Introduction
One of the ways to reduce the heat loss deposition on the ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) divertor [1, 2] is to puff light impurities at the plasma edge. Furthermore, intrinsic light impurities, like Be from the first wall, can enter in ITER plasmas. It is generally found that these impurities have peaked profiles [3, 4] , so their impact on the core performances may not be negligible. On one hand, a stabilizing effect on turbulence is predicted by theory [5] and observed experimentally , as discussed below. On the other hand, impurities dilute the main ions thus reducing fusion power. Therefore, it is important to understand what their impact is on the main ion heat transport in the core, and validate existing models, in order to evaluate the trade-off between positive and negative effects and achieve optimal conditions for fusion.
In the last years, the effects of light impurity seeding on the plasma heat transport and energy confinement have been studied on different machines such as FTU [6, 7] , TEXTOR-94 [8] , ASDEX Upgrade [9] , JET [8, 10] , DIII-D [8] , JT-60U [8] and C-mod [11, 12, 13] . In all these studies, that cover plasmas in Ohmic confinement mode, L-mode and H-mode, an increase of the plasma confinement in presence of light impurities has been observed. In most cases, a stabilization of the Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) modes has been suggested to explain the improvement in the confinement. In some cases, especially in H mode, the stabilizing effect has been suggested to be more important at the plasma edge and on the plasma pedestal, with negligible effect of light impurities on the stabilization of the plasma core micro-instabilities [9] . In other studies, a direct role of light impurity seeding in the stabilization of micro-instabilities in the plasma core has been observed and studied [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13] . At JET, a number of studies in H-modes indicate that N seeding increases the plasma energy confinement time and helps to increase the performances with the ITER-Like wall (ILW) at the levels reached with the old Carbon wall [10, 14, 15] . These observations are linked with the stabilization effects of light impurities in the pedestal region, while no detailed studies of the effects of the light impurity on the core plasma region have been done yet in JET. This paper reports on a specific study of the effects of N injection in the core of JET ILW L-mode plasmas, in which for the first time we determine separately the changes induced by the N injection in the ITG threshold (i.e. the critical ion temperature T i inverse gradient length for ITG on-set) and in the ITG "stiffness" (i.e. the rate of increase of the ion heat flux with the T i inverse gradient length). We then compare such results with gyro-kinetic (GK) and quasi-linear (QL) models, thus providing a much more stringent validation test.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the experimental set-up is described while in section 3 the numerical simulation set-up is presented. In section 4 the impact of N on the plasma core heat transport is studied. A discussion on the results and the conclusions are presented in section 5.
Experimental set-up
The discharges studied in this paper were L-mode plasmas made in the JET tokamak (major radius R 0 = 2.96m, minor radius a = 1 m) with ILW. All plasmas are D plasmas with vacuum toroidal magnetic field B T ≈ 3.3 T ,
19 m −3 and safety factor at the flux surface that encloses the 95% of the poloidal flux q 95 ≈ 5. The heating power consists of 3-4 MW of ICRH (Ion Cyclotron
Resonance Heating) using a 3 He minority concentration n3 He /n e ≈ 6%, which ensures a dominant ion heating [16] , and of 1.7-3 MW of NBI (Neutral Beam Injection), mainly to provide charge exchange measurements of T i , rotation ω T and impurity density n Z profiles. The ICRH power was deposited both on-axis (R ≈ 3.0 m) and off-axis (R ≈ 3.45 m) in order to obtain low and high values of ion heat flux q i for the study of q i versus R/L T i = −R 0 |∇T i |/T i and its power deposition was evaluated with the PION code [17] . The ICRH power deposition to ions and the T i profiles for discharges n. 86749 (on-axis) and n. 86756 (off-axis) are shown in figure 1. The NBI power and its power deposition radial profile are similar in all the discharges. The NBI heating power on electrons and ions is calculated with the PENCIL code [18] .
The measurement of the electron temperature T e is provided by the ECE (Electron Cyclotron Emission) diagnostic with an error of about 5%, while T i and ω T are measured by the active Charge-Exchange (CX) diagnostic with an error for T i of about 5-10%, depending on the radial position, and for ω T of about 10% .
The error on T e /T i is about 9-12%. The electron density n e is measured by high-resolution Thomson scattering (HRTS) with an uncertainty of about 15%. Local values of R/L T i , R/L T e and R/L n were obtained by local linear fits of ln(T i ), ln(T e ) and ln(n e ) radial profiles averaged over a time interval ∆t ≈ 1 s. The fits are done using r = (R − R in )/2, R and R in being the outer and inner radii of the flux surface on the magnetic axis plane, and averaging other multiple fits using a variable number of data points around the chosen radius (3-9 points).
We drop the suffix 0 when indicating these quantities for convenience. The uncertainties on these parameters are then estimated by repeating the same procedure with different space intervals and evaluating the deviation in the set of values so obtained. Errors are typically 10-15% for R/L T e/i and 15-20% for R/L n . The radial profile of the safety factor q as well as the equilibrium plasma geometry are reconstructed by the EFIT equilibrium code with the MSE (Motional Stark Effect) or the Faraday rotation constraints. Typical errors on the safety factor are about 20%.
The collisional exchange power density between ions and electron is calculated analytically as p ei = 3n e m e /M i · (T e − T i )/τ e , where τ e is the electron collision time characterizing electron collisions with ions [19] . The radiated power density p rad has been taken into account but is negligible inside r/a ∼ 0.8. The powers P ICRH , P N BI , P ei , P RAD deposited within a flux surface are obtained integrating the power densities on the plasma volume and the ion heat fluxes are calculated in gyro-Bohm (GB) units as
where Σ is the flux surface, c s = T e /M i , ρ s = c s M i /eB T and M i the main ion mass. Typical error on the heat fluxes is about 20% of the total flux. Turbulent flux threshold and stiffness at a chosen radial location are determined experimentally by quadratic fits on the diagrams of the GB normalized heat flux as a function of R/L T according to the heat flux parametrization proposed in [20, 21] 
where q 
Numerical simulation set-up
The experimental ion heat fluxes are compared to gyro-kinetic simulations that calculate the turbulent part of the fluxes. Both linear and non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations have been carried out using the GENE (Gyrokinetic Electromagnetic Numerical Experiment) code [22, 23] . GENE solves the gyro-kinetic Vlasov equations coupled with the Maxwell equations within a δf approximation [24] and using the field aligned coordinates {x, y, z}, where z is the coordinate along the background magnetic field line, x is the radial coordinate and y is the binormal coordinate.
In all the simulations the flux-tube approximation and Miller geometry [25] were used, and collisions, external flow shear and finite-β effects were included. Main ions, electrons and, when indicated, light impurity ions were retained as kinetic species. Typical grid parameters in the non-linear simulations were as follows: perpendicular 24−64, 32, 32− 64, 12] , with 0.25 − 0.5 ≤ k y ρ s ≤ 1.6, depending on the plasma parameters and on the number of kinetic species considered. The input parameters for the simulations are taken from discharge n. 86740 (without N ) averaging over 9.5 < t < 10.5 s and from discharge n. 86749 (with N ) averaging over 8 < t < 10 s. The choice of these time intervals ensured convergence of the q and s profiles to a stable situation and the best CX measurements, as NBI notches (used for background signal subtraction in the CX analysis) are present in these intervals. The main plasma parameters for these discharges are reported in Table 1 . In the gyro-kinetic nonlinear simulations just one kinetic light impurity species (N ) has been used and Z ef f = 1.0 has been assumed in simulations of discharge n. 86740 without N , while Z ef f = 1.5 has been used in the simulations of shot n. 86749 with N . This choice has been made to save computational time and considering that the changes in the plasma are mainly due to N puffing, the other light impurities being present in all the discharges at the same concentrations
The standalone versions of the quasi-linear models TGLF [26, 27] and QuaLiKiz [54, 28, 29] have also been 4 Light impurity effects on thermal transport
Predict-first simulations
Before showing the experimental results and the related numerical simulations, we present a series of linear and non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations made before the experiment, in a predict-first approach, in order to evaluate the magnitude of the effects to be expected in experimental conditions similar to ours. These simulations have been carried out with the GENE code in flux-tube approximation and using input parameters from the JET discharge n. 73221 at ρ tor = 0.33. This discharge had similar settings and plasma parameters as the discharges studied in this work (L-mode, same B t , I p , n e , q 95 , 1.6 MW of NBI and 3 MW of ICRH on ions using 6% of 3 He), but was done with the old Carbon-wall. In these simulations, kinetic electrons, kinetic deuterium and a third kinetic ion species (N, N e or Ar) have been used. The geometry parameters have been taken from a CRONOS [30] simulation of the discharge as described in [31] . The results from the simulations are shown in The simulations predict that, in order to observe a strong effect of the light impurity on the ion thermal transport, Z ef f and the main ion dilution are key factors. At the same level of Z ef f , the bigger effect between N, N e and Ar is due to N due to higher main ion dilution. For these reasons, in the experiment carried out at JET and studied in this work, N puffing has been chosen. Furthermore, from the non-linear simulations, a value or R/L n,N ≈ 1.4 is expected, with the considered plasma parameters, in stationary conditions (zero N flux). With this value of R/L n,N , a change in Z ef f of at least 1 is expected to be necessary in order to observe a visible effect on the ion thermal transport outside error bars.
Comparison between C-Wall and ITER-Like Wall L-mode plasmas
The validity of the predict-first study of sect. 4.1, based on the parameters of a reference C-wall discharge without N , for planning ILW discharges to study the N effect, relies on the expectation that core plasma transport and local plasma parameters do not depend on the first wall material for L-mode plasmas. This has been indeed verified when L-mode plasmas in ILW with similar experimental settings as in C-wall have become available. When the same settings for B, I p , q 95 , n e0 , shape, and heating schemes (low NBI power and ICRH in D − 3 He minority scheme) are used, no substantial differences are observed between C-Wall and ILW in the core ion heat turbulent transport. In figure 4a , the T i profiles from discharges n. 78829 (C-Wall with 3.7
MW of NBI and 2.5 MW of on-axis ICRH heating) and n. 86740 (ILW with 3 MW of NBI and 3 MW of on-axis ICRH heating) are shown. In figure 4b also a comparison between q i,gBs (R/L T i ) in C-Wall and ILW for discharges studied in the past [see for example [32, 33] ], the discharges with no N studied in this paper and other two ILW discharges (n. 90668, 90671) is shown. No substantial differences in the experimental profiles, in the experimental threshold of the ion heat turbulent transport and in the ion stiffness have been observed.
In fact, the significant degradation of ILW confinement with respect to C-wall reported e.g. in [34] was found only in H-modes and mainly due to a pedestal reduction, with the core transport substantially unchanged [35] .
Experimental observations
In this section, the main differences between discharges with and without N in JET ILW L-modes are presented.
The comparison has been made between shot n. 86740, with no N , and shot n. 86749, with n N /n e ≈ 1.2%, averaging over the same time intervals used for the gyro-kinetic simulations. The measured concentration of N was constant over the chosen time period. For the heat flux scans, also discharges n. 86746, with off-axis ICRH heating and no N , and n. 86756, with off-axis ICRH heating and n N /n e ≈ 1.2%, have been used. This was close to the maximum level of N that could be puffed into the plasma without causing a disruption. The radial profiles of the temperatures and of the electron density of the two discharges as well as the measured density profile of N (magnified by a factor of 75 to be more visible in the plot) in discharge 86749 are shown in figure   5 . The level of N reached in the plasma is not predicted by gyro-kinetic simulations to be high enough to have the desired change of at least 1 in Z ef f and the density peaking of N changes along the radius, the profile being peaked inside ρ tor ∼ 0.4 and outside ρ tor ∼ 0.7 and flat for 0.4 ρ tor 0.7 (see also [4] ). Considering the gyrokinetic simulations, no substantial differences outside error bars are then expected. Nevertheless the profiles of T i and T e are more peaked in the discharge with N puff and a stabilization of the ion heat turbulent transport can be observed in discharges with N puff with respect to discharges with no N , especially at ρ tor = 0.5. This can be seen from the shift of the experimental ion temperature gradient, well outside error bars at ρ tor = 0.5, in the ion heat flux scans obtained using on and off-axis ICRH heating at ρ tor = 0.33, 0.5 and shown in figure   6 . No visible effect on the ion stiffness is observed outside error bars.
A change in Z ef f , from Z ef f ≈ 1.4 in the discharges without nitrogen to Z ef f ≈ 1.9 in the discharges with nitrogen puff, has been observed. Also, as the electron density has been kept the same and the other light impurities have the same measured concentrations (∼ 1% of Be and ∼ 6% of 3 He, they have also the same density profiles between the discharges), there is a major dilution of the main ion (D) species in the discharges with nitrogen (from n D /n e ∼ 84% to n D /n e ∼ 75%). As a consequence of the change of Z ef f , also the radial profile of the plasma resistivity η p changes. This leads to a change in the radial profile of the plasma current density and, consequently, to a change in the safety factor q and in the magnetic shear s. The comparisons of the radial profiles of the plasma resistivity and of s/q between shots with and without nitrogen are shown in figure 7 . Another difference between discharges with and without N puff is the ratio T e /T i , as can be seen in figure 5 . The electron density, the electron density peaking and the edge temperatures do not show substantial changes that could explain the change in the temperature profiles.
Numerical study
In order to investigate the causes of the described changes in the plasma due to the presence of nitrogen, linear and non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations have been carried out using the code GENE as described in section 3.
At ρ tor = 0.33 the radial density profile of N is peaked (R/L n N = 2 has been used in the simulations) and the differences in T e /T i and s/q between cases without and with N are small. At ρ tor = 0.5 the N radial density profile is flat (R/L n N = 0.5 in the simulations) and the differences in T e /T i and s/q are more substantial. The observed changes in Z ef f , n D , s/q and T e /T i are all predicted to play a role in the stabilization of the ion heat flux [5, 36, 37] .
In figure 8 , a study on the effects of the various impurities in the plasma using linear gyro-kinetic simulations and data from discharge n. 86749 at ρ tor = 0.5 as input, is shown. The effects of the different impurities in the plasma, using the experimental concentrations and density peaking, on the linear growth rate of the dominant instability is shown on both ion and electron scale modes. From the simulations it is clear that the strongest effect is due to nitrogen and that its effect is stronger with higher impurity density gradients, as expected.
Furthermore, a linear scan in R/L T i , fixing k y ρ s = 0.33 in the simulation, is shown. These simulations confirm what found in the predict-first study made using the C-Wall discharge.
A study with linear gyro-kinetic simulations on the effect of the changes in the plasma parameters described in section 4.3 has been carried out at ρ tor = 0.5 and the results are shown in figure 9 . In these simulations the parameters from discharge n. 86740 have been used first (black lines and circles in figure 9 ). In all the simulations, the main instabilities up to k y ρ s ≈ 0.7 are the ITG modes (the real part of the frequency has the same sign of the ion diamagnetic drift), while, at higher values of k y ρ s , TEM/ETG modes are the dominant ones. Changing the values of s/q and T e /T i to the values of discharge n. 86749 leads to a reduction of the ITG growth rate of ∼ 25% at k y ρ s = 0.4. Adding also 1.2% of N , using R/L N = 0.5, leads to a further reduction of ∼ 12%. So, linearly, the stronger stabilizing effect on ITGs are predicted to be related to the changes in T e /T i and in s/q in these discharges (figure 9a). This stabilization leads to a change in the ITG R/L T i threshold and is expected to be the main stabilizing mechanism of the ion heat flux. This can also be seen from the nonlinear ion heat flux spectra in k y ρ s shown in figure 9c. The main contribution to the ion heat flux is coming from 0.2 ≤ k y ρ s ≤ 0.4, where the ITG modes are dominating. Furthermore, stabilizing effects due to higher Z ef f and s on TEM and due to higher τ = Z ef f · T e /T i and s/q on ETG modes have been found and can contribute to the reduction of the ion heat flux, but their effect is less important with respect to the stabilization of ITG modes in our case.
The ion heat fluxes from the nonlinear simulations are shown in figure 6 and compared with the experimental fluxes. The non-linear simulations were able to reproduce quite well both the electron and the ion heat flux experimental levels, confirming that the changes in the plasma parameters, obtained when N has been puffed into the plasma, lead to an overall stabilizing effect of the turbulent heat transport. At ρ tor = 0.33, the changes in s/q and T e /T i being small, only the effect of the main ion dilution has a significant role but, as the amount of nitrogen injected in the plasma and the changes induced in Z ef f were rather low (higher values causing disruptions), the predicted stabilization is not enough to be visible outside the experimental error bars. At ρ tor = 0.5, an increase of the threshold of the turbulent transport as well as a little reduction of the ion stiffness are predicted by the simulations and follow quite well the experimental points. The increase of the threshold in this case is mainly due to the changes of T e /T i and s/q, while the reduction of the stiffness level is due to the main ion dilution effect due to the presence of N with rather flat local profile. This can be seen comparing the black full circles and the blue full triangles in figure 6b. The blue triangles indicate simulations of discharge n. 86740 where 2% of N with R/L N = 0.5 has been added artificially in order to study the pure effect of N . No big changes in the threshold have been observed in this case, but a clear reduction of the ion stiffness.
As explained in section 3, the stand-alone versions of the quasi-linear codes TGLF and QuaLiKiz have been tested against non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations and experiments. The results are shown in figure 10 and in figure 11 . TGLF tends to underestimate the ion stiffness at both radii, while QuaLiKiz reproduces it quite well, although the predicted critical threshold is a little shifted between GENE and QuaLiKiz. Both codes show an overall effect of the changes in Z ef f , n D , s/q and T e /T i comparable in magnitude to the experimental observations and with the gyro-kinetic results. When the pure effect of N is considered (using N = 2% and R/L n,N = 0.5), as can be seen in figure 10c while GENE and TGLF predict an effect primarily on the ion stiffness, QuaLiKiz predicts an upshift of the threshold but no effects on the stiffness. As QuaLiKiz has been implemented in s − α geometry, we made a comparison also between QuaLiKiz, TGLF and GENE using shifted circular geometry. This comparison is shown figure 11b. When circular geometry is used, an important increase in ion stiffness in observed in GENE and TGLF (TGLF still underestimating ion stiffness with respect to GENE as in Miller geometry). Also QuaLiKiz is now significantly below the GENE s − α results.
Discussion and conclusions
A detailed study of the effect of N seeding on the core ion thermal transport of JET L-mode ILW plasmas has been carried out. A predict-first approach based on gyro-kinetic simulations with parameters from reference shots in C-wall was very useful to guide the experimental choice of the seeding gas and of the level of injection to ensure detectability of the effects. From these simulations a change in Z ef f of at least 1 was predicted to impact the experimental ion heat flux enough to be able to observe this impact outside experimental uncertainties.
High values of the light impurity density gradient are also expected to increase the stabilizing effects. When executing the experiment, a concentration lower than desired was reached due to high disruptivity. In addition, the N profile at mid radius turned out to be flatter than theoretically predicted (as discussed in [4] ). These two unforeseen circumstances led the experiment into a situation where the predicted impurity effect on the ion thermal transport would be inside the experimental uncertainties. Still, a remarkable increase of the ion temperature peaking was observed, well outside uncertainties. Gyro-kinetic simulations using the actual parameters of the discharges with and without N show a stabilization of the ion heat transport when N is puffed into the plasma. This is related to changes in the plasma parameters induced by the N puff, such as main ion dilution, s/q and T e /T i , with the changes in s/q and T e /T i being the dominant mechanisms leading to the observed ITG critical threshold upshift. This explains why the data show mainly a threshold upshift, rather than a decrease in stiffness as would be expected for dilution in presence of a rather flat impurity profile. The effect of dilution itself, although alone not enough to give an effect on T i outside uncertainties, is anyway inducing a change of T i /T e that produces further ITG stabilization, which together with the q profile change eventually leads to a well observable T i peaking.
How much the effects that were observed in these experiments will extrapolate to high power scenarios in JET or ITER is difficult to assess. It is however clear that any prediction of a scenario with impurities will have to account in an integrated approach for both the direct effects of main ion dilution and of change in Z ef f and the secondary effects due to changes in T i /T e or q profile, which can play an important role, as in the experiments described here. It is therefore important to test and improve models in order to have reliable tools for such integrated modelling. This was the main aim of the work presented in this paper. Gyro-kinetic simulations were found to reproduce the experimental observations pretty well, considering experimental uncertainties. We then tested TGLF (sat0) and QuaLiKiz against our experimental observations and also against nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations in a broader range of N concentrations. TGLF tends to generally underestimate the ion stiffness, but concerning the impurity effects it is able to reproduce quantitatively the effects on both threshold and stiffness observed in gyro-kinetic runs. QuaLiKiz reproduces much better the ion stiffness, but shows critical thresholds slightly shifted respect to GENE. Also, the predicted effects of light impurities on ITGs from QuaLiKiz is mainly a shift of the critical R/L T i threshold, quantitatively of the right magnitude, but with no effect on stiffness at variance with GENE and TGLF. The effect of geometry has also been found important.
When the same geometry (s − α) is used in GENE nonlinear simulations as in QuaLiKiz, the GENE heat flux increases significantly and the shift between their predicted thresholds in R/L T i is higher. These results call for an improvement of both QL models, particularly on the match of the ion stiffness and threshold already in the case with no N , whilst the effect of N overall is adequately modelled.
Concerning the question if overall the N seeding leads to poorer or better fusion performance, this depends on whether the enhancement of the ion temperature and so of the fusion reaction rate wins over the dilution of the fuel ion density. This depends strongly on the plasma conditions. A factor α < 1 that multiplies the D and T densities (supposing for simplicity that n D = n T and that the dilution is constant on the plasma profile) can reduce the power from the reactions by (1 − α 2 )% (in our case~16%), but an increase in the ion temperature by~1 keV, as we observe in these experiments, can raise the power more strongly (in our case~300%). The difference is that the loss due to the main ion dilution is always the same independently of the plasma density, while the gain due to an increase of the ion temperature strongly depends on the plasma temperature. Between 10 and 14 keV, the increase in the fusion reaction rate is still of~20%/keV, but for higher temperatures the increase drops quickly. Other considerations on the kind of impurity puffed into the plasma (most probably
Ar for ITER) and on the peaking of the impurity density profile should be taken into account, since linear and non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations predict that the ITGs stabilization is stronger with increasing density peaking of the light impurity. In particular, when the impurity density gradient is close to, or lower than, zero, the predicted effect is mainly a reduction of the ion temperature stiffness, while, when the gradient of the light impurity density increases, the dominant effect is an increase of the ITGs critical threshold in R/L T i . 
